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Susan Hodgson – Save the Children
Head of Humanitarian Supply Chain
Susan.Hodgson@savethechildren.org

Activities
Supply chain policy, Carbon footprint tool, 
Covering green/economic/social, Pledge 
CD drive change, WWRC project logistic 
cluster, Packaging...

Kamilla Peter - UNHCR 
National Procurement Officer
peterk@unhcr.org

Activities:
Greening SC, Transport, Packaging, 
Generator, Solar panel…

Carmen Garcia Duro - ICRC
Sustainable Supply Chain Alliance Project 
Manager
cgarciaduro@icrc.org

Activities:
Ensuring/monitoring SC, Carbon footprint 
tool, 4 process for Tarpaulins, fleet, QSE 
suppliers,, NFI and FI, Global webinar 
Sustainable SC, Packaging…

Carole Manceau – WFP
Packaging Specialist, Food safety and 
quality unit, Supply Chain division
carole.manceau@wfp.org

Activities:
Suitable packaging for FI, set quality of 
packaging, Identify the packaging 
generated by the organization, Reduce 
food loss, Waste management

Lillah Emmik Sørensen – DRC
Global Environmental Advisor
lillah.soerensen@drc.ngo

Activities:
Green travel policy, Sustainable 
procurement policy, Carbon footprint 
tool, Packaging, Green fleet…

Leïla Lecapitaine – DRC
Supply Chain Specialist
leila.lecapitaine@drc.ngo

Activities:
Green travel policy, Sustainable 
procurement policy, Carbon footprint 
tool, Packaging, Green fleet, shelters

Phillip Hovman – WFP
Procurement officer, Food safety and 
quality unit, Supply Chain division
phillip.hovmand@wfp.org

Activities:

Core participants
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Work Plan:

Define what is a criteria?

Not develop specifications

Generic framework

Foundation for future JI use

Scope
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Technical

•Composition/Type of packaging

•Reduce use of virgin plastic in packaging- as a minimum 50% should be recycled.

•When using cardboard, 50% of the content should be recyclable and not laminated

•Have other materials (non plastic) been considered as alternatives: YES/NO

•Were alternatives possible ? If not, why not  (one phrase):

•Prioritise designs without need for colour and if that's not possible the use of natural colours only

•Have alternatives to shrink wrap been considered: YES/NO

•Were alternatives possible ? If not, why not  (one phrase)

•Is organic ink prioritised? 

•Sub packaging

•Have alternatives to plastic packaging tapes been considered: YES/NO

•Were alternatives possible ? If not, why not (one phrase):

•Prioritise designs which do not use sub-packaging and where that's not possible, degradable materials 
(paper, cardboard, starch-based plastics) only

•When sub-packaging is necessary, priroritize 100% degradable materials such as paper or cardboard or 
starch-based plastics

•Prioritise designs which do not require double packaging

•Size of packaging 

•Design the packaging according to the size of the item; Avoiding empty space inside the packages, and 
avoiding empty spaces between boxes on pallets, allowing palletization on pallets of 0.8m x 1.2m without 
exceeding the size of the pallet

•Is the packaging fit for purpose to avoid the need for having secondary packaging?

•After use

•Can the packaging be used again several times for the same purpose? YES/NO

•Can it be redesigned and reused for a different purpose? YES/NO

•Has disposable material been avoided? YES/NO

•Has the solid waste management footprint been considered?

•Other

•Will the production methods of packaging prevent unsafe and unhealthy working conditions?

•Is child labor avoided?

Administrative
•Are the relevant international standards for the specific industry considered? (food contact materials)

•Are the relevant eco-friendly certifications considered for the specific industry?

Transport
•If re-packaging is necessary at local level, is the appropriate packaging available and prioritised? - is it 
corresponding to acceptable environmental standards?

•Is the packaging designed corresponding to storage/transport facilities?

Grouping of 
criteria

Joint Initiative - Work on Packaging Sustainability Criteria | Logistics Cluster Website (logcluster.org)

https://logcluster.org/document/joint-initiative-work-packaging-sustainability-criteria


Participant Feedback

● Is there something missing from these criteria? 

● Do these criteria make sense? 

● How feasible is it to implement the sustainable tendering 

criteria? 

● Should some criteria be prioritized over others? 

● Share successes or challenges within your group
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THANK YOU FOR YOUR ATTENTION!


